
 q serial: THE HAREM BOYS
The Harem Boys: Episode Five (Continued from the previous month...)

Promotional Material
With the start of the stripping season the harem website was updated, the dates 
and rates for the shows were advertised, as well as photographs that included 
shots of each of the boys taken in the garden, in the bathtub bed or by the pool. 
The shots included the boys clothed, in briefs, in jockstraps, holding their erections 
and showing off their butts. In one particular shot, that became a poster one of 
the summer’s biggest sellers was Ray and Gio on all fours showing off their butt 
while John, Mike, Alfonso and Alex stood above them holding their erections. 
Along with images of the boys, the website allowed visitors to find out some and 
facts about them.

Mike
General info: Age: 25 / Height: 1’95cm / Weight: 85kg / Hair: Black / Eyes: Black. 
Hometown: Detroit, Michigan.
Body: Tall, broad-shouldered, big-boned. Some body hair.
Penis: The salami. Cut. 17cm. Thick.
Stripper act: Futuristic Robot.
Favourite position: Girl on top.
Unfulfilled fantasy: Multiple girls sucking and rimming him, fondling his balls, cock 
and hole.
 
Gio
General info: Age: 24 / Height: 1’83cm / Weight: 65kg / Hair: Jet-black / Eyes: 
Black.
Hometown: Athens, Greece.
Body: Slender, smooth.
Penis: The churro (straight and symmetrical). Uncut. 16cm.
Stripper act: Soccer player.
Favourite position: As a bottom: doggy. As a top: cowboy.
Unfulfilled fantasy: Sex with a football team. (Which one? Any!).
 
Alfonso
General info: Age: 23 / Height: 1’78cm / Weight: 80kg / Hair: Brown / 
Eyes: Brown.
Hometown: Seville, Spain.
Body: Bulky, broad-shoulders.
Penis: Boomerang (slightly curved and thick). Uncut. 18cm.
Stripper act: Matador.
Favourite position: Girl in doggy position.
Unfulfilled fantasy: Threesome on the beach, all night long, while recorded 
for a porn channel.

John
General info: Age: 24 / Height: 1’75cm / Weight: 70kg / Hair: Brown / 
Eyes: Brown.
Hometown: Sydney, Australia.
Body: Average Joe. Light body hair. 
Penis: The cucumber (average length and girth). Cut. 17cm.
Stripper act: Party boy.
Favourite position: Reverse cowgirl position.
Unfulfilled fantasy: A whole harem of ladies all to himself.



Alex
General info: Age: 23 / Height: 1’75cm / Weight: 65kg / Hair: Brown / Eyes: Blue.
Hometown: Hamburg, Germany.
Body: Lean but muscular. 
Penis: The banana. Uncut. 19cm.
Stripper act: Skater boy.
Favourite position: Cowgirl position.
Unfulfilled fantasy: Sex on the beach then sleeping naked under a blanket.
 
Ray
General info: Age: 23 / Height: 1’70kg / Weight: 60kg / Hair: Black / Eyes: Black.
Hometown: London, UK.
Body: Short and sweet. Dark body hair, waxed. 
Penis: Chipolata. Uncut. 15.5cm.
Stripper act: Maharaja.
Favourite position: On all fours, doggy style, pounded hard by an enthusiastic top.
Unfulfilled fantasy: Sex with hunky married men.

Behind the Scenes at the Harem Hotel
The club where the boys performed was called the Harem Club and was below ground level, thereby making it easy to block out 
any noise to the hotel’s rooms. It was a massive room that occasionally turned into a ballroom or function room for gay weddings or 
events when it was not used for stripper performances.

The hotel had five above-ground floors. Floor One, the ground floor, was the entrance, living room area and dining areas, reception 
and kitchen. Floors Two to Four consisted of 10 rooms each, thereby giving the hotel 30 spacious rooms. Floor Five was divided 
into the east and west side.

The east side was split into two parts: one was Big Jake’s apartment and the other included the offices. His husband was the director 
of a gay choir and orchestra and was often travelling so Big Jake rarely used his apartment as he ate with the boys in the harem or 
at the hotel’s restaurant and spent most of his time with his staff.

Across from his apartment were the administrative offices. They were divided into five parts: Big Jake’s office, a meeting room and 
three large offices spaces where the corporate staff worked and included the offices for hotel management, the management of 
the restaurants and bar as well as the most thrilling office which was the one I ran and entailed the management of the harem, the 
club and the boys. I was responsible for everything the boys needed and as I had ultimate responsibility for the shows I was allowed 
unrestricted access to the harem.

The harem was located on the other side of Floor Five. The main area of the harem was the living room called the Cushion Room, 
which connected to all main rooms. It was designed like an harem with golden pillows and plush sofas of silk and velvet. There, Big 
Jake and the boys would meet up, entertain reporters of gay magazines, porn producers looking for a new model or blogger. It was 
the main meeting room and worked as a throne room would work: with a large chair for Big Jake and six smaller chairs for the boys.
‘Isn’t it a bit silly?’ asked Alex to Big Jake when he saw the living room.

‘Of course it is silly but it is exotic. We are selling a fantasy. Why else do you think it is called the harem? Why are you a dancer 
who is always naked? Because it’s meant to look like people stepped into a fantasy. And you and I are responsible for selling that.’
Alex and Alfonso were big video game fans so a corner of the Cushion Room was transformed into their area where a discreetly-
hidden, large flat-screen TV was installed. There, the boys would lie on their front, their white asses on show, (the small ass of Alex 
and bigger, rounder ass of Alfonso) as they played on their game consoles.

One of the smaller, more frivolous rooms was the Pillow Room, which was filled with pillows. It was rarely used except by the boys 
who had pillow fights, their dicks and balls flopping and slapping against their skin as they pillow-fought or else it was used for a 
brief chat or for the boys to read or chill out in a quiet area. Since it was rarely used John would ask Gio to give him a blowjob in 
there from time to time. Realising what they were doing Mike would soon ask Gio the same thing. The three boys did not know the 
staff knew what was going on. 

There were two gyms and spa areas in the hotel complex. The bigger, main one was open to the guests and included massage 
services (happy endings included) as well as different types of grooming therapies. The main gym had trainers giving classes, which 



were clothing-optional.

At times the boys would work out there to mingle with the guests, chat to them and promote the show. Gio used the gym the most 
and of course was popular with the guests, as he had to use it naked. The guests’ phones would come out and photograph him, 
as he would be doing squats, his balls hanging in the air and his asshole on show to everyone. He enjoyed this and even got an 
erection, which meant even more photos. 

There was also a smaller gym in the Harem that the boys used for exclusive exercise with their trainer to keep in shape. They worked 
out there at least for two hours each morning to keep in shape. Michael and John used the gym mostly to get big. Ray liked cardio 
and free weights while Alex and Alfonso never used the gym, sticking to sports games on their various game consoles. Twice a week 
tickets were sold to guests to work out with the boys. The guests had to be clothed and would have access to the boys’ personal 
trainer for their morning session. 

Perhaps the most luxurious part of the hotel complex was the harem’s bathroom. It contained four large bathtubs and four showers 
meaning that the boys could bathe and shower together. There were always bubbles, different types of soaps and shampoos and 
body lotions. There were two massage tables, serviced by an in-house male masseur. In one corner of the large bathroom was the 
men’s grooming area where the men got a haircut, shaved or waxed with the resident male beautician.

The bathroom was staffed full-time by a bathroom attendant who put together the boys’ grooming schedule that included their waxes 
or haircuts and liaised with the male beautician and the show’s producer. He organised when the boys were to have a bath, their 
grooming and bathing preferences. For example Gio liked to luxuriate at the end of the week in a long bubble bath while he had one 
10-minute shower every morning and every night.

The bathroom had a two-way mirror which had a small room with was a sofa where Big Jake and his guests could watch the boys 
bathe and shower. The boys eventually got used to the idea that perhaps someone was watching and no longer cared. At times the 
guests watching would be lucky to catch Alfonso with an erection jerking off violently in the shower. Or they would watch with interest 
as Gio on all fours was getting his ass waxed. At this the men watching would peer closer and chuckle as he bounced up with pain 
as the wax strips were ripped from his ass.

‘I don’t know who I feel more sorry for,’ the guest said to Big Jake, ‘for Gio or the male beautician who has to work so hard waxing 
all his hair off his crack.’

The most central and secretive part of the Harem was the Master Bedroom. At night the doors would be open as the white curtains 
fluttered lightly in the breeze. In the centre of the room was the vast bed where all the boys slept naked. From left to right they slept 
in this order: Alex, Alfonso, Mike, Gio, John and Ray. They would wake up more or less at the same time with their morning wood 
proudly poking up. The sheets were changed every day. 

There were two small sofas in the room for Big Jake to sit on and chat to the boys before bed or for more scandalous events some 
very select guests, with the boys permission only, would watch them masturbate or have sex.

Read on next month for episode six.


